
AHC FACULTY CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

May 11, 1999

Minutes of the Meeting

 

These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota Senate or Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the 
comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, o r the Board 
of Regents.

 

 

PRESENT: Muriel Bebeau (chair), Timothy Wiedmann, Kathleen Krichbaum, Patricia Ferrieri

 

REGRETS: David Hamilton, Judith Garrard, Stephanie Valberg, Frederic Hafferty

 

 

Professor Bebeau convened the meeting and asked that Vickie Courtney provide a brief summary of the three workshops on 
"Enhancing the Consultative Process." Ms. Courtney reported the following:

 

Approximately 120 people were invited to attend the three workshops during April titled "Enhancing the Consultative
Process." About 60 of those invited were identified as deans, directors,  chairs and department heads. Additionally, members
of the University FCC, the AHC FCC and the Faculty Assembly were invited. AHC FCC members were encouraged to
invite one faculty member from their respective unit. Ninety-five people attended the workshops.

 

April 6

Total # Attending # Deans/Directors/Chairs/Heads #Faculty/Other

25 8 17

 

April 14

32 18 14

 

April 26

38 23 15

 

 

Fifty-one evaluations were returned. Fourteen rated the workshop as excellent; 29 rated it as good; 7 rated it as fair;
and 1 rated it as poor.



 

In response to the extent the workshop would be useful to their work, 8 indicated it would be excellent; 29 indicated 
it would be good; 11 fair; and 2 poor.

 

Overall, the general comments indicated that those who participated thought the workshops provided them an 
opportunity to exchange experiences and methods of problem solving. The majority indicated that they would prefer
more time for table discussions.

 

 

A total of 50 questionnaire forms were returned. Twenty-eight identified themselves as administrators; and 20
indicated they were non-administrative faculty. Two did not identify.

 

 

42 responded their collegiate unit has a Constitution and Bylaws.

4 responded they did not have any Constitution and Bylaws.

4 responded that they have a Constitution but no Bylaws.

 

39 responded that it includes a faculty governance structure.

3 responded that it does not.

 

41 responded that the Constitution and Bylaws are followed.

9 responded that they are not followed.

 

32 responded that most faculty would say they are followed.

6 responded that most faculty would say they are not followed.

 

40 responded that the members of the faculty governance structure are elected.

10 responded that they were not elected.

 

50 responded that they have school or college-wide faculty meetings.

23 responded that the dean sets the agenda

14 responded that the administration and faculty set the agenda

10 responded that the faculty set the agenda

 



49 responded that they have department or division faculty meetings.

24 responded that the division head or chair sets the agenda for these meetings.

18 responded that the division head or chair and the faculty set the age nda.

3 responded that the faculty sets the agenda.

 

41 responded that they have a consultative process in their college/depa rtment/division for hiring; 

9 responded that they did not have a consultative process for hiring.

 

33 responded that most faculty would say that the department faculty are involved in a consultative process for hiring.

13 responded that most faculty would say they were not involved in the process.

 

22 responded that they have a regular consultative process in their coll ege/department/division for determining space.

27 responded they do not have a regular consultative process for determining space.

 

8 responded that most faculty would say they are involved in a consultat ive process for determining space.

38 responded that most faculty would say they are not involved in this process.

 

32 responded that they have a regular consultative process in their coll ege/department/division for determining 
faculty compensation.

18 responded that they do not have a regular consultative process for th is.

 

26 responded that most faculty would say they are involved in a regular consultative process for determining faculty 
compensation.

21 responded that most faculty would say that they are not involved in this process.

 

34 responded that they have a regular process in their college/department/division on procedures for implementing 
post-tenure review.

15 responded that they do not have a regular process for this.

 

26 responded that most faculty would say they are involved in a regular consultative process for implementing 
post-tenure review.

17 responded that most faculty would say they are not involved in this process.

 

41 responded that they have a regular consultative process in their coll ege/department/division to address educational



initiatives.

9 responded that they do not have a regular process for this.

 

33 responded that most faculty would say they are involved in a regular consultative process to address educational 
initiatives.

15 responded that most faculty would say they are not involved in this process.

 

Ms. Courtney will provide this information to Sr. VP Cerra in addition to a list of the names of individuals who attended.

 

Ms. Courtney read a few of the comments written on the evaluation form.

"I gathered more perspectives to get a better picture of the consultative process in other units. I also gained ideas on
ways to improve consultation in my own department and school."

 

"This was a waste of time…get an expert to speak on process - who are we to come up with a correct process on
brainstorming."

 

"Don't stop now, we must be brought together more frequently to solve the AHC problems."

 

 

Members encouraged Ms. Courtney to include a sample of the negative comments as well as the positive ones in the final 
analysis.

 

Considerable time was spent discussing the responses from the evaluation. Surprise was registered by a number of members
regarding the response to the question about post-tenure review. Department heads ought to be evaluated on their use of
consultation and participation, it was stated. Professor Bebeau reminded members that Senior VP Cerra has the evaluation of
department heads on his agenda. The consultative process will be part of  the compact process for the deans and VP Cerra
expects the deans to do the same for department chairs.

 

CONSULTATIVE WORKSHOPS

 

Professor Bebeau indicated that the deans are expected to conduct workshops on the consultative process. Members of the
AHC FCC will assist in this endeavor. VP Cerra has committed assistance for the FCC to carry this effort out.

 

Members spent time discussing how to improve and/or adapt the workshops for departments.

More time should be spent on engaging participants.
Shorten the time of the workshops.
Use opening statements from the video. President Yudof's commitment to faculty governance is an important message



to pass along to the collegiate units.
Sr. VP Cerra's table identifying the FCC's role in consultation is important.
Focus should be placed on the consultative process of each department; what kind of process do they have; how well 
do they think it works; and how might they make it better.
Find a unit that has an effective consultative process and use it as a model for others.
The message that this university supports shared governance is important to get out to the faculty and administrators 
of the units within the AHC.
The dean needs to send the message to the department chair that he/she will be held accountable for consultation.
It will be the responsibility of Dr. Cerra to hold the deans accountable .

Timeframe for conducting workshops will be discussed with VP Cerra and the deans.
The question whether the Senators ought to be involved in the workshops was raised.

 

 

Items to be discussed with Dr. Cerra:

FTE - members applauded the efforts of Dr. Cerra and his office in preparing the report and providing considerable 
opportunity for consultation with the FCC regarding this item. It is important that people are aware of the
achievements and accomplishments of this administrative unit.
Legislative update. How to mobilize the faculty of the AHC to get behind the initiative was discussed.

 

 

Other Business

Fred Hafferty is attending the AAUP meeting on governance in Boston.
The June 8 FCC meeting is cancelled and will be rescheduled.
The AHC Faculty Assembly meets on June 14.
Members agreed to not meet in July and to have a retreat in early fall.
Subcommittee appointment letters will be going out.
Election to fill two positions on Committee on Committees is underway.
Membership on all committees will be brought before the Faculty Assembly.

 

Hearing no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

 

Vickie Courtney

 

 


